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Moving Toward Object-
Oriented Programming4

This chapter provides a provides an overview of basic 
concepts of the object-oriented programming paradigm. It 
discusses how to work with classes and objects in Java.
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Basic Concepts of OOP page 62

 Object-oriented programming (OOP) is a 
programming language model organized around 
objects rather than "actions" and data rather than 
logic:



Basic Concepts of OOP page 62

 OOP is a programming  paradigm where concepts 
in the program are represented by “objects”.

 Each object is an instant of a class, which can be 
seen as a “blueprint” or template of the 
objective’s characteristics:

Data

Behaviors

Attributes or Variables 
describing the object’s  state

Methods or Procedures 
describing the actions an object 
can perform.



Basic Concepts of OOP page 63

Encapsulation

Information
Hiding

The ability to hide and protect data 
stored in Java objects.

Where an object‘s data can be default be
Accessed only by methods contained in 
the same object.

Polymorphism The ability to treat objects of different 
Types in a similar manner.

Inheritance Is a concept to allow for extending 
objects and enabling code reuse.



Defining Classes in Java page 63

 A Class serves as a declaration, or blue print, for 
objects.

 Java is a “pure” object-oriented programming 
language 

 There is no standalone elements, and everything 
is thus accessed through classes and objects.

Class Objects



Defining Classes in Java page 64

 Example: COMSC-51 Student Grade Program
 Need to define the concepts- blueprints, templates 

that will be used in the application.
 Two Class definitions:

MainApp StudentGrade



Defining Classes in Java 
Try it Out
 Create the Student Grade Java Project for 

COMSC-51



Defining Classes in Java 
Try it Out   page 65

 Create the Student Class



Defining Classes in Java 
Try it Out
 Create the MainApp Class



Defining Classes in Java page 68

 The class body is surrounded by curly brackets 
{ and   }

 Within the body , you define the variables (the 
data) and the methods (the behaviors) of the class

Variables Methods



Defining Classes in Java page 68

 Variable definitions start with a variable type, 
followed by one or more variables names

 Each statement ends with a semicolon  ;



Defining Classes in Java page 68

 Use of comma (,) as a shorthand to define 
variables of the same type.

 That is, you could also write the String variables 
as:

 The lowerCamelCase is used in writing variable 
names, whereby each word in the variable is 
capitalized, except for the first one which starts 
with a lower case.



Adding Methods to the Class
Try it Out
 Add Void Method in the Student.java class



Adding Methods to the Class
Try it Out
 Add 2 Return Method in the StudentGrade.java 

class



Defining Classes in Java page 68

 The methods start with a return type, followed 
by the name of the method and the number of 
arguments that method takes as inputs.

 Method names are written in lowerCamelCase.
 The method’s “body” is surrounded by curly 

brackets, { and }

Methods



Defining Classes in Java page 68

 When a method returns something, you need to 
specify the return value by using a return 
statement in the method’s body.

 When a method does not return anything, you 
need to explicitly specify this fact by using the 
void keyword in the method definition.



Defining Classes in Java page 69

 A method takes an arbitrary number of 
arguments.

 Arguments are separated by commas (,) and for 
each argument, the type needs to be specified.

 Even when a method takes no arguments, the 
parentheses () need to be added to the method 
name.



Defining Classes in Java page 70

int id

String firstName

String lastName

int labPoints

int projectPoints

int finalExamPoints

Void getData()

int calcTotalPoints()

int calcGrade()

class Student

 Example of class definition with variables and 
methods that defines the blueprint of the object

int totalPoints

Grade



Creating Objects page 71

 In object-oriented programming terms, you say 
you want to create an object that’s an instance of 
the class of the objects.

 Objects are created using the new keyword.
 For example, to create a new student, you would 

simply write the following statement:



Creating Objects page 71

 In object-oriented programming terms, you say 
you want to create an object that’s an instance of 
the class of the objects.

 Objects are created using the new keyword.
 For example, to create a new student, you would 

simply write the following statement:
// create a student object that's an instance 
// of the class StudentGrade
StudentGrade student1 = new Student();
StudentGrade student2 = new Student();



Creating Objects page 71

 When a program creates an instance of a class, 
Java invokes the class’s constructor 

 Constructor is a special method that is called 
only once when the instance is being built with 
the operator new

// create a student object that's an instance 
// of the class StudentGrade
StudentGrade student1 = new Student();
StudentGrade student2 = new Student();



Creating Student Objects
Try it Out
 Use the StudentGrade class definition as a 

blueprint to create a number of student objects.



Creating Objects page 75

new Student()

new Student()

 Represents the creation of objects from the class

Grade



Storing Data: Variables page 76

 A class contains a block of variable definitions 
(data) and methods (behavior).

 3 types of variables:

Class
Variables

Instant
Variables

Final
Variables



Instant Variables  page 76

 These are variables that will be used to hold data 
of objects and are defined in a class.

 Instant Variables are also referred to as member 
variables or fields of class

 Each object of the class keeps a separate copy of 
this variable

Instant
Variables



Instant Variables  page 77

 You can define multiple variables of the same 
type by separating them with commas

 For example, the sample code to create two books 
could also be re-written like:



Class Variables  page 80

 This is a variable that is shared between all 
objects (instances) belonging to a class

 Also known as static variable
 Static variables are used to define constants: 

whose values will never change during the 
execution of program.

Class
Variables



Class Variables  page 80

 The keyword static is used to defined a class 
variable.

 In the example below for Book class, 
maxAmtOfPages is a static variable and thus 
accessible by all Book objects. 



Final Variables  page 82

 These are variables that – after their initial 
assignment- cannot be modified.

 Naming convention for Final Variables is 
capitalized.

Final
Variables



Final Variables  page 82

 In the example below for Book class, note the two 
final static variables.

 Set the maximum and minimum amount of pages 
only once (they are final) and also to keep them 
shared by all objects (they are part of the class 
blue print)



Variable Scope  page 87

 A variable’s scope is basically the context in 
which the variable is known.

 Depending on where a variable is declared, you 
will be able or unable to access this variable.



Variable Scope  page 88

 The following “levels” of scope can be defined:

Variables that are declared inside a 
method or block.

Variables that are declared as a method 
argument or a loop variable

Instance Variables: Variables that are defined in the class 
definition.

Parameter Variables:

Local Variables:



Defining Behavior Methods page 91

 This section discusses in full the concept of class 
behavior, as defined through its methods:

Methods that are accessible by objects.

A special method that governs how a 
class is instantiated

Class Methods:
Methods that are not bound to an object
but instead belong to the class that is the 
blue print of the object .

Constructors:

Instance Methods:

A special method definition that can be
used to run your applicationMain Method:



Instant Methods page 91

 An instance method is a method that’s accessible 
only through objects belonging to that class

 Instant Methods can be accessed only through an 
initialized object.

 Methods always return a type or void if they do 
not return anything

Instance Methods:



Instant Methods page 91

 An instance method is a method that’s accessible 
only through objects belonging to that class

 Instant Methods can be accessed only through an 
initialized object.

 Methods always return a type or void if they do 
not return anything

Instance Methods:



 The Void Instance Method in StudentGrade Class

Instant Methods page 92



 The Return Instance Method in StudentGrade
Class

Instant Methods page 92



Instant Methods page 92

 In the MainApp, you will need to create the 
object to call the methods.



Class Methods page 94

Class Methods:

 A class method is a method that has been defined 
statically

 Also known as static method
 This method is shared between all objects 

(instances) belonging to the class.
 Class methods belong to the class blueprint thus it 

is not necessary to create objects to able to use 
them.



Class Methods page 94

 Example:  Let’s define a cat class as follows. 
Note the static modifier in front of method 
declaration

 You can access the static method by using the 
class name



Constructors page 95

 Constructors are special class methods that are 
used to initialized objects of that class

 Constructor methods are defined similarly as 
instance methods, with following differences:
 Constructors bear the same name as the class in which 

they are defined.

 Constructors have no return type, not even void.

Constructors



Constructors page 95

 Example:  Created a class called SalesTax
Added a constructor with no arguments.



Constructors page 95

 Example:  In the main program, created the 
instance of the sales object



The Main Method page 100

 The main method is used as an entry point to 
actually execute (run) the program.

 The main method is defined as:



The Main Method page 100

 The Main Method: 
 Is publicly accessible (public is an access modifier)

 Is a static class method, as no objects exist yet when a 
program is started

 Returns nothing (void)

 Takes one argument, the arguments passed to the 
program.



Method Argument Passing page 109

 Calling a method with arguments enables you to 
pass some required data to the method. 


